
REVIEW

Get Actlue
Jon Myles giues Quad's new acti[e loudspeakels a tnorougn work-out

- and comes awav mightily impressed.
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over/loudspeal<er inter{ace as a

unified whole. No passive crossover

resistors, capacitors or inductors
between the sitnal and drive units

to filter the frequency range. Instead

that's done prior to amplification

- meaninS everything put out by the
amp goes direct to the drive units of
the speal<er.

And then there's the price.

Building the arrplifier and

loudspeal<er into a single enclosure
is much more cost-effective then
housinS them separately - and also

saves ),ou the price of loudspeal<er

cables.

Just choose a front-end, pre-

amplifier oprion and fire them up.
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ln the case of Quad's 9AS actives,

€ven a pre-amp is unnecessary.They

have a 24l96-capable DAC and an

array of inputs to handle just about
any source you could think of, plus

remote control of volume,

When tal<en out of the box the
9AS! heritaSe is immediately obvious.

Think the companys 9L mini-monitor

- excePt on steroids,

The 9L heritate comes from the

use of a 25mm dome tweeter housed

in a proprietary waveguide allied to a

l00mm mid/bass Kevlar driven

It also means the same superb

lacquer cabinet finish. Few if any,

Ioudspeakers at or around the Price
come close to matching the Quad L

series in this respect.

As for the steroids - well,

flnned heatsinks at the base of each

cabinet let you know these are active

'speakers,

Beneath lies the amplifier

section which outputs 65 Watts to
the mid/bass and J5 Wafts to the
tweeter in pure Class AJB oPeration.

Hence the heatsinks - there are no

Class D modules here.

Together the loudspeakers

operate in master/slave confi8u-

ration - with the latter fed audio

signals via a linelevel output (of
which more later).

The ranSe of inputs at the
rear of the main master unit is

impressive.Alonsside line level

RCAS sit S/PDIF optical and coaxial

as well as a USB - all capable of
accepting file sizes up to l92kH/24-
bit-

Ditital duties are handled by a

Crystal CS4398 24-bit DAC similar

to the ones utilised by Quad's hiSh-

end CD players.

Theret also a small switch

which provides bass EQ slilable for
free-standing, desk mount or wall

mountinS.

Round the front of the master

speaker a slim strip allows conlrol
of vohrme and input - while the
basic, but functional, remote
facilitates sofa-based adiustments.

Set-up is easy enouth. Simply

plug the two'speakers into the
mains and connect the pair via

the supplied line-level lead. Except,

unfortunatelx the lead doesnt

tive you much leeway in terms of
positionin& ln short it's, er, too short

- meaning tryinS to 8et the'sPeakers

anything more than four foot aPart is

niSh on impossible.
You can obviously use your own

replacement - but Quad should

seriously look at including a longer

added degree of punch and vibrancy

aPParent.

The immediate impression is of a

dry, titht and essentially uncoloured

sound.

Those relatively powerful on-

board amplifi ers tightly'coupled to
the drive units gives the loudspeakers

a good measure of grip and control
of the music.

Playing Massive Attacl<'s

remastered 'Blue Lines' - a disc,

incidentally, that shows how tood
CD can still be when done properly

- via our resident Cyrus transport

The comprehensive range of inputs on the Quads include
line-level analogue, SlPDIF optical and coaxial as well as

USB. A supptied tead connects the master unit (left) to the '

slave loudspeake|

lndeed, I happily used a pair of and the openinS bass lines of'Safe

Classic l2Ls for a number of years From Harm' were firm, taut and

- ihe only caveat being they needed ProPulsive.
an amplifier with plenty of Srunt and Shara Nelson's vocals also had

verve to really Sive of their best. Presence and atmosPhere while

The 9AS active combination the Quads missed none ofthe liltle
doesnt vary too much from that det'ails that make the song sound so

house sound - except theret an edsy.

'there's no doubt about it, at
just 1600 the Quad 9AS are

outstanding value for r-noneY

lead as part of the package.

That apart, everythin8 else about

the Quads exudes quality - even

down to the pair of white gloves

included in the box to save you

tetting dirty finger marks all over the

hiSh-8loss finish!

SOU]ID QUATITY
Quad! L Classic line of passive

loudspeakers on which the 9AS

is based - have a distinctive house

sound.They're smooth, civilised with
a hint of warmth but an overall even

balance and masses of detail.
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The simple remote controls
volume and input, Volume
level is shown by yellow
LEDS on the Master loud-
speaker,

True, there\ no real low-end to
speak oi due to the'speakers small

size, but the overall performance

is such that you don't really miss it.

lnstead they set the loes tapping with
the brio in which they punch out the

tune.
l'4oving the EQ switch to Sive

some bass boost helps a little here

but you'll still never be shakinS the
walls with subsonics.

That small size does. however,

pay dividends in the soundstaging

with voices and instruments

floating free of the'speal<er

boundaries and drive units.

SwitchinS to hi-res material

in the shape of Rimsl<y Korsal<ov\

'Dance Of The Tumblers' (24196) the

Quads' in'built DAC proved itself
resolving enough to let me hear the

extra definition on offer
Here violins were well separated

and dellned, yet eminently smooth.

Theret perhaps a slight lack of the
rich tonality and lifelike bow on

strint experience you'11 get from
more expensive'speakers - but the

Quads never sounded artificial or
coarse in their delivery.

lndeed, they stayed admirably

smooth and even throuthout, never

attemptint to emPhasise one Part of
the sonic spectrum above another
but simply playint the music in an

even-handed manner,

Replaying the Rimsky Korsakov

number - this time in a 320kbps file

via an iPod - and the Quads soon

let me know I was tal<ing a step

backward.Their innate smoothness

meant the sound was never

unpleasant - but ed8ing towards
bland as opposed to exciting.

Going back to better quality

files from standard Red Book CD to
above the'speal<ers started to shine

again.

One consequence of the active

configuration is also the abilit/ to 8o
louder than you would expect from a

box this size.Tight coupling between

amplifier and drivers seemed to allow

the volume level to be pushed up

higher before the sound began to
become obviously stressed.

I'd have a tuess that the metallic

amplifier housing at the base of
each loudspeal<er plays a part here

- helping to strengthen the cabinet

for better rigidity.
whatever the reason. the little

Quads can play at significantly loud

levels that seem to elude other
similar-sized'speakers.

On the opening bars of Eleanor

lYcEvoy's 'l've GotYou To See Me

Throuth', for example, I was Pushing
the remote's volume control ever

higher until, yes, the strain began to
show and it was time to back off
but this was trying to take everything

to the limits.

And the 9AS system does have

limits. By its very nature it won't fill

big rooms, nor wilJ it give you the

whole sonic spectrum.

But at just {600 ld be strugSlinS

to find anything that comes close to
matching the all-round capabilities of
the 9AS active loudspeakers.

Try putting together a separates

system consistinS of a Pre-amP,
amplifie[ DAC and loudspeaker that
can match it in terms of sonic ability

and you'll quickly find yourself having

to spend a great deal more.

lnstead you could just buy the

Quads, add your own front-end and

have a superb little system for less

than 11200. Put like that, it's hard to
find a downside.

c0Nctusl0N
There's no doubt about it. at just

t600 the Quad 9AS are outstandint

Give them good source material

- ideally CD quality and beyond

- and they truly shine in terms of
punch, tonal quality and all-round

musicalit/.
Overall they have the even'

handed quality of Quad's Classic

loudspeal<er line except with
added verve courtesy of the well
implemented active drive systern.

MEASUBEII PEBF(IBMANCE
The ouad 9AS active 'speaker has an

even on-axis response and worked well

off axis too, larqely due to the shallow

horn arcund the tweeter. This can be

FFEQUENCY FESPONSE

Green - driver output
Red - port output

important when ljstening close, at

acute angles lo the loudspeaker when

it is part of a computer music system

on a desk. The small main bass driver

cuts off at 90Hz the two small rear

ports peaking at 80Hz to offer a bit of

downward extension, but the 9AS does

not go low A bass boost switch on the

rear introduces +5dB of lift at 100H2

and a few dB more lower down, butthe

box and bass unit are not capable of

deliveing low frequency power so ouad

haven t tried to over-d ve the system,

to keep the gAs last and clean. A shell

setting cuts bass a little.

A 200mS decay analysis showed

the 9AS was very clean across the

midband and treble. There's a long decay

at l00Hz, but that is all.

Sensitivity was hiqh, 96mV ms

being needed to deliver 90dB sound

pressure level, which is loud. Since most

portable players and mobile phones

del;ver 300mV they willdrive the ouads

very loud, to nearly 100d8. A odB digital

input produced 100dB.

The 9AS is a neat active

loudspeaker that proved accurate and

smooth under measurement.

It is also uncoloured, so should

produce a tidy highjidelity sound from

iPad, iPhone or deskiop computer, or

portable player, or any other source,

inctudinq an external phono stage of

limited gain. NK
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OUAD 9AS

eeooef,
0UTSTANDING - amongst
the bost

VALUE - keenly priced

VERDICI
Notjust a great active

loudspeaker but a DAC and

pre-amp into the barga n as

well. Destined to become a

btoiaclasslc.

FOB
- active oudspeakers
- smooth, even tona balance
- 241192 capable DAC

- remote control

AGAINSI
smal size rneans lmited

bass
- nterconnect should be

longer

0uad
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